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suprisingly, the imperial fists are one of the few space marine chapters to
have not had a single unit released in the 9th edition codex (not counting a
trio of deathwing tokens and a basalt psyker), and that means we have to

rely on the craftworlds to get us a source of support for our traits to bring in.
craftworlds are something of a mixed bag of tools for the army as a whole,
since theyre not space marines they dont have the same loyalty to primaris
that the space marine chapters have, but they are a solid chapter for any
army to be based off of, and can provide a lot of utility. the first of the two

craftworlds to make an appearance is the dark angels, which has been
around since the beginning of the 8th edition codex, and has some of the

strongest traits and one of the few space marine chapters to have a universal
unit capable of being used in every list that isnt the traitor titan. one of the
key advantages to the dark angels is that they have a double rule of two
model which allows them to consolidate all of their power to the grave

abilities and increase their unit size up to 15. this means that with a double
sanguine blade model and any wound relic weapon this unit can easily

survive any damage and still be a threat, and with a second sanguine blade
model or concentrated fire they can be a threat for a good amount of time.
theres a few things to be aware of for the dark angels: they require a lot of

firepower to be effective, since they have only three wounds, and their
librarian isnt very helpful in prolonging these turns, since he doesnt provide a

free reroll to hit with a power sword but also the key benefit of a power
sword, death before dishonour is virtually useless to them since there are

only two of them in the army. theyre also expensive, with their models being
in the 130 point range and the librarian being about 50, so they arent
especially cheap either, but theyre still a decent option for the space

marines. the next entry is the harlequins. this is a bit of a surprise, since the
chaos warriors were one of the first chapters to get the benefit of the 8th

edition codex, and theyre one of the most supported space marine chapters
in the game. all of their models are capable of being taken out in one turn

and even with rule of two models that means they have a lot of options to be
taken out quickly or used in tandem with their brothers to make them more

survivable. the big benefit of the harlequins is the familiar lore of plague
trait, which allows them to re-roll hit rolls of 1 and 2 when their relic weapon
is the only weapon they have in the game and theyre not on the battlefield.
this allows them to be a lot more resilient and can really turn the tide of a

game if you happen to have a few of these models in the army. the
harlequins also have a kabalite blade in the 195pts range, which is a good

weapon for the chapter to have, since it has a high ap ratio and isnt too slow,
but theres a few things to be aware of. the first is that with just three wounds

all of the harlequins models have to be in combat or charged.
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the rest of the list is pretty standard for the dark angels, with
only a few odd things, the first of which is the use of a relic

squad. this is a model that was first seen in the first few dark
angels codex books, and it was just a single heavy weapon and

a bunch of assault troopers, all armed with autocannons. all
told, its been a great year for console gaming, and its only going
to continue to get better as this year and the next year wrap up.

weve seen a few new systems come out, including the wii u,
while the playstation 3 and xbox 360 are still going strong and
will probably be around for a while. free download sling tv free
trial warframe omega crack download the witcher 3 wild hunt
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crackloader. finally, the sims 3 store is one of the most robust
features of the game, and it’s a great way to save money and
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